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Abstract— Nowadays, Neural Machine Translation (NMT) 

systems has been reached into a successful peak for rich-resource 

language pairs. However, NMT systems are hard to tackle to 

translate for poor-resource language pairs because of the 

insufficient number of parallel sentences. In this work, we 

present bidirectional Neural Machine Translation models with 

attention mechanism for three languages (Myanmar, Korean, 

and English). Although the amount of parallel data between 

these three language pairs are not very sufficient, this paper 

contributes the first evaluation of the neural machine translation 

models for Myanmar, Korean and English languages. And we 

also developed a Myanmar-Korean-English parallel corpus 

(around 37K sentences) based on the UCSY-corpus (Myanmar-

English parallel sentences). Our experimental results are 

evaluated with Bilingual Evaluation Understudy (BLEU). 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Neural Machine Translation (NMT) system has shown the 

significant successful in some rich-resource languages in 

recent years. Unlike rule-based or statistical-based Machine 

Translation systems, Neural Machine Translation models 

learn to the end-to-end approach form the one language 

(source) to another language (target) directly. The essential 

component of Neural Machine Translation system includes an 

encoder, a decoder and an attention mechanism [1]. Although 

the performance and translation quality are continuously 

improvement, the translation results of the NMT models are 

highly depend on the size of parallel corpus for poor- resource 

language pairs. For this reason, creation of a parallel corpus 

for poor-resource language pairs becomes the primary 

challenge [2]. Therefore, data collection and data preparation 

are first step of our experiments. In order to create a 

Myanmar-Korean-English parallel corpus, some Myanmar 

sentences form the UCSY-corpus [6] are collected. Later, 

these Myanmar sentences are translated into Korean sentences 

manually by human experts who knows about the Korean 

Language [7]. More than 37K parallel sentences are created 

for the Myanmar-Korean-English parallel corpus. 

In our work, our main motivation is to investigate Neural 

Machine Translation performance for Myanmar, Korean and 

English language pairs. In these days, some language pairs 

had successfully translated by developing neural methods. To 

train the proposed systems, the PyTorch OpenNMT tool [8] 

are used which are popular toolkit for natural language 

processing’s researches. 

In this paper, section 2 will describe related work of this 

paper. In section 3, the experimental settings of the system are 

expressed. Finally, the conclusions are presented in section 4. 

II. RELATED WORK 

In [1], the authors first researched NMT with attention. 

Attention approach examine the mapping from the source 

words to the target words which is called a alignment model. 

This proposed model searches the most appropriate source 

information for each time and then predicts a target 

information according to this source information and all the 

previous generated target information. ACL WMT'14, 

English-to-French parallel corpus, is utilized. Two types of 

models, RNN Encoder-Decoder (RNNencdec) and the 

proposed model (RNNsearch), are trained with the same 

settings. It is showed that the proposed RNNsearch results is 

better than the conventional encoder–decoder model 

(RNNencdec). 

In [3], the author presented the NMT systems with 

difference trainings, subword-level NMT training, training 

using the existing corpus plus monolingual data and a neural 

machine translation correction model for the Mongolian-

Chinese language pairs. These three models are based on the 

attention-mechanism and CWMT’2009's Mongolian-Chinese 

parallel corpora (65K parallel sentences) are used. The system 

shows the proposed methods were improved the Mongolian-

Chinese neural machine translation model. 

III. EXPERIMENTAL SETTING 

A. Dataset and Preprocessing 

As the first step of our experiments, Myanmar-Korean-

English parallel corpus are essentially created. Some 

Myanmar sentences from the UCSY-corpus [6] are collected. 
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UCSY-corpus is Myanmar-English parallel corpus which is a 

mix domain. From there, Myanmar sentences translated into 

Korean sentences manually by human experts who knows 

about the Korean Language [7]. More than 37K parallel 

sentences are created for the Myanmar-Korean-English 

parallel corpus which gives a good mix of short as well as 

long sentences. In the experiments, the training file, validation 

file and testing file are divided according to the Table 1.   

 
Table 1. Data Statistics of parallel corpus 

Files No. of sentences 

Training 33925 

Validation 3017 

Testing 700 

Total Sentences 37642 

At the preprocessing stage, word level tokenization is 

applied for each NMT training direction. UCSY NLP Word 

Segmenter tool [4] and Moses' [9] tokenization script was 

used for Myanmar sentences and English sentences 

respectively. And Korean sentences were segmented manually. 

Before the training, Moses’s [9] clean script is also used for 

cleaning the file. 

B. Models and Results 

Nowadays, Neural Machine Translation systems have been 

succeeded in almost all languages especially for rich-

resources language pairs. Additionally, there are numerous 

toolkits accessible for the research, development, and 

application of neural machine translation systems. There are 

various NMT implementations in use right now. The 

Myanmar-Korean-English neural machine translation models 

were developed using PyTorch OpenNMT’s default settings, 

which is available on GitHub [8]. A vocabulary size of 

Myanmar language is 10,401 words, Korean language is 

19,478 words and English language is 9107 respectively. 

 
Table 2. Evaluation Result of the models 

Source-Target BLEU 

MY - EN 16.24 

EN- MY 22.19 

KO - MY 20.32 

MY- KO 12.58 

KO-EN 21.42 

EN-KO 19.86 

 

The evaluation results of the experiments are shown in 

Table 2. MY, EN and KO are represented Myanmar Language, 

English Language and Korea Language respectively. It is 

found that the BLEU of MY-EN and MY-KO are less than 

another direction. Some foreign words cannot be translated 

into another direction. It is also found that most of the training 

data is only short sentences and few are long sentences. 

Therefore, the short sentences can be translated well in the 

translation results. Addition, the existing Myanmar-Korean-

English parallel corpus are insufficient to train the translation 

models. To improve the quality of machine translation, the 

collection of more data and doing more works of other neural 

models are necessary to increase the translation performance. 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

In this work, we present bidirectional Neural Machine 

Translation models for three languages (Myanmar, English, 

Korean) with six translation directions. And we also 

developed a Myanmar-English-Korean parallel corpus 

(around 37K sentences) based on the UCSY-corpus 

(Myanmar-English parallel sentences). Although the amount 

of parallel data between these three language pairs are not 

very sufficient, this paper contributes the first step of the 

machine translation models for Myanmar, English and Korean 

languages. To improve the quality of machine translation, the 

collection of more data and doing more works of other neural 

models are necessary as the future work.  
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